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Floor Plans and Renderings 

Kacee and Adam - July 3, 2018 
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DISCLAIMER 
The purpose of these documents is to outline the specific design elements currently proposed by Cassy Rose Events.  Written descriptions, 2D floor 

plans, 3D digital renderings and decor images are used to illustrate the overall aesthetic.  Please note that the software used does have its limitations 
and the computerized decor may not accurately represent each proposed element.   These documents are intended to be presented during an in-

person design meeting with additional context, physical swatches, decor items and a “virtual tour” of the spatial experience.  All outlined pricing is 
based on current vendor proposals and is not guaranteed by CRE.  Pricing is subject to change based on individual vendor terms.  Please reference 

the current floral proposal for in-depth, itemized descriptions of installments, vessels, and florist-provided decor.  Floor plans may not be exactly to scale, 
though great care has been taken to be as accurate as possible.  All floor plans and designs are contingent on a final venue walk-thru.
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 FULL EVENT SPACE - aerial

Guest Parking/Entry

Pre-Ceremony 
Cocktail Hout 

Dancing (upper barn)

Fire Pit

Dinner Tent

Ceremony Lawn Farmhouse
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PRE-CEREMONY and COCKTAIL HOUR - aerial

Welcome/Gift Table

Fire Pit

Waters/Charcuterie

Active Raclette Station; 
flips to S’mores

Main Bar

Lounge

Satellite Bar TBD based 
on client preference
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PRE-CEREMONY and COCKTAIL HOUR - 3D - outdoors
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PRE-CEREMONY and COCKTAIL HOUR - 3D - lower barn/indoors
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CEREMONY - 3D

Custom florals at end of 
aisle and down each side
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DINNER TENT - aerial

Escort Cards

DJ/Sound location TBD based 
on power and preference

Head Table
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DINNER TENT - 3D - entrance

Custom floral installation upon entry

White muslin tent  pole draping
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DINNER TENT - 3D - guest tables

Oversized Drum Shade Chandeliers

See lighting renderings for specific light design

Escort Cards
Head Table
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DINNER TENT - 3D - view from head table
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UPPER BARN DANCING - aerial

DJ/Percussion set up

Lounge

Custom floral 
installation on 

mantel

See lighting renderings for 
full light design
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UPPER BARN DANCING - 3D 


